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1. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM INCLUDING SOME QUANTITATIVE INDEXES 

The Experimental and Medical Biosciences master’s program prepares students for a scientific career 

within the broad field of the life sciences, with particular emphasis on understanding cellular and 

molecular mechanisms related to health and disease. The program is  designed to provide students 

with frontline knowledge in biomedicine and related subjects. It unites theoretical knowledge with 

practical skills and the students can spend up to a year in research laboratories conducting two 

different research projects. 

There is no accredited profession related to the completion of the program and graduates 

traditionally will be recruited to biomedical laboratories within academia (technician or PhD 

positions), within the public health system or in private biotechnical or biomedical companies.  

After completing two threshold compulsory courses (15 credits), students can choose between 10 

eligible 7.5 credit courses within the program or enroll in other appropriate courses at LiU or other 

Swedish universities. Students typically combine 6 eligible courses (45 credits) with two twenty-week 

long research projects at suitable life science research groups within the university or industry 

partners. The first project is the Scientific Project and can be conducted in its full length (30 hp, 

8MEA20) or as a 15 credit project (8MEA15). In this case students can choose two more eligible 

7.5hp courses to complete the full degree. The final Degree Project (30hp, 8MEA30) must be 

conducted during the second year of the program. 

The high flexibility of the program allows students to put together their individual study plan (ISP) 

with help from a mentor in order to pursue their interest in an area within experimental and clinical 

biomedicine. Areas such as immunology (8MEA01), cardiovascular biology (8MEA03), neurobiology 

(8MEA10), pharmacology (8MEA08), infectious diseases and virology (8MEA04 and 8MEA13), 

oncology (8MEA12) or genetics (8MEA14) are covered by the specified elective courses. The courses 

are expected to lead students to further specialization, for example in their own research projects.  

Another feature of the program is the possibility to obtain a second master degree at a partner 

university. In the so called double degree students take a year at LiU and a year at a partner 

university to earn the second degree, either a Master of Science in Engineering at the University of 

Applied Sciences, Technikum Wien or a Master of Science at the University of Applied Sciences, IMC 

Krems. Technikum Wien is renowned for their Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine 

program with strong links to industry and IMC Krems for their Medical and Pharmaceutical 

Biotechnology master program. The number of swedish students earning a double-degree has 

decreased in recent years while the number of austrian students spending a year at LiU has increased 

from 4 in 2017 to 14 in 2020. 



Between 2016-2020 an average of 87 students per year applied to the program as their first choice, 

70% of them being foreign students. Unfortunately, these numbers are not particularly informative 

because the actual number of students registered to the program is much less and oscillate between 

25-35 students per year.  

Table 1. Credits obtained per student for each of the program semesters. The numbers refer to 5 cohorts of 
students: 2016-2018, 2017-2019, 2018-2020, 2019-2021, 2020-2022. Obviously, the numbers for the last 
cohorts include only the semesters they had taken when the statistics were done (January 2021). The drop in 
student numbers is a combination of student dropout and the fact that not all students had the chance to 
complete all four semesters. 

 Credits obtained Number of students registered 
Fall semester 1 23 154 

Spring semester 1 26 122 
Fall semester 2 20 94 

Spring semester 2 30 71 
TOTAL after 2 years 99  

 

Student productivity is reasonable and oscillates between 20 and 30 credits per semester (30 credits 

being a full semester) as shown in Table 1.  This means that a student will complete 99 credits within 

2 years of the start of the program.  

More information on dropout rates and duration of the studies is given in the section “Design and 

Implementation” of this report. 

 

2. ACCOMPLISHMENT OF GOALS 

How are the national objectives for the degree secured through learning objectives and 

examination methods?  

The national degree requirements are at the core of the program design and implementation. An 

attempt to show the coupling between the national requirements and course goals and activities is 

shown in Appendix 1 but this sketch is far from exhaustive and more work is needed to provide a fair 

representation on how the program fulfills the national requirements. 

A working group at the Medical Faculty with representatives from all study programs is currently 

working on a computer tool to systematically define the connection between the program and the 

course goals to the national degree requirements and to show this in a dynamic and versatile 

manner. A pilot version of this tool has been successfully used in the evaluation of the Biomedical 

Analyst bachelor program. 



Unlike other study programs, the Experimental and Medical Biosciences master is extremely versatile 

and flexible. Students define their own study path by putting together their Individual Study Plan 

(ISP). Given that students can freely choose to participate in almost any of the 10 elective courses (or 

even other courses from other universities) either during year 1 or 2 and in different order it is not 

feasible to chart a study progression plan. There are only two hinders constraining the student 

choices: 1) Introductory obligatory courses (8MEA02 and 8MEA06) are leveling courses that students 

need to pass in order to start year 2 of the program and 2) the Degree Project should be conducted 

during year 2 of the program. 

 

Describe how the program works to clarify for the students the connection between the national 

goals for the degree with learning objectives, learning activities and examination.  

All courses define the learning outcomes in the respective study plans. Learning outcomes are 

explicitly separated into the three categories specified by the national requirements: knowledge and 

understanding, skills and abilities and judgement and attitudes. The connection between learning 

outcomes and activities-examination is still poorly defined. 

We envision that the new computer tool mentioned above will help us in clarifying it for the 

students. The ability for students to be able to visualize the connection between goals-activities-

examination in each program/course has been a key requirement for the faculty working group. 

 

How does the program work with progression, both in terms of learning objectives, learning 

activities and examinations?  

Because of the flexibility in course choice there is no progression between courses. Despite this, the 

two first obligatory courses (8MEA02 Analytical Techniques in Experimental Biosciences and 8MEA06 

Laboratory Techniques in Experimental Biosciences) pave the way for many concepts and skills that 

will be used in later courses and the student projects. For example, 8MEA06 will provide a theoretical 

background to many laboratory methods that will be later used practically in laboratories. A lecture 

in “Flow Cytometry” in the obligatory course will give basic knowledge on the method that will 

prepare the student to understand the flow cytometry laboratory conducted in the 8MEA12 Tumor 

Biology course. The same applies to the discussion on “Scientific Writing” in the 8MEA02 course, 

knowledge that will be generally applied in many other courses and particularly in the scientific 

projects. Introduction to statistical testing will also serve a similar purpose.  



Students find that the contents in the courses provided them with valuable skills that could be used 

during the degree project course. In response to the question “Which courses of the program have 

been most useful for the Degree Project, and what new knowledge and skills have been necessary to 

complement with to perform the work?” in the reflection document students answer the following: 

“I had good use of the Analytical Techniques in Experimental Bioscience course, statistics in 

particular” 

“Advanced immunology course and infectious disease course are two courses that have been more 

useful or related to my degree project. However, I can say that all the courses gave me the knowledge 

and the skills to perform this project” 

“The introductory courses helped me gain a research-focused perspective to implement in the first-

year project, which in turn helped me deepen this perspective. The statistics courses helped to fill in 

gaps that was missing from my candidate degree.” 

 

Based on the above description and analysis, which development areas regarding the fulfillment of 

the learning outcomes are identified?  

The implicit danger in having multiple courses that may or may not be taken by different students 

depending on their Individual Study Plan is the appearance of redundant topics that may be treated 

by different courses or the lack of coverage of other topics that, being important, are not taken by 

any course.  

To address this issue, we need to conduct a suitable and comprehensive analysis of all educational 

activities in all courses. We will accomplish this with the implementation of the computer tool 

mentioned above to follow learning outcomes between courses and to link learning outcomes with 

activities and examination moments. This computer tool is currently being evaluated and improved.  

 

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

What pedagogical models/principles are used and how are they applied in education?  

The strong tradition at the Medical Faculty in Problem-Based Learning has also permeated to the 

master’s program and most courses use Tutorial Groups to promote student involvement and 

learning. This does not exclude lectures, however, so the pedagogical model would be hybrid 

between student active learning and factual knowledge imparted in lectures. 



A distinctive feature of the program is the emphasis on practical laboratory work. All courses must 

have laboratories in which the students train and practice in methods routine in biomedical 

laboratories: immunocytochemistry, cell culture, fluorescence microscopy, ELISA, flow cytometry, 

PCR-based methods to name a few. Methodological proficiency is later cemented when students 

conduct their own research projects in established research groups.  

A third principle is a strong emphasis on group work, a contrasted practice at LiU and swedish 

universities in general which very often strikes international students. We find that international 

students are not equally used to work in smaller groups, run data analysis together, compile written 

texts contributed by several students and finally report this and obtain a group grade. 

 

In what way does the program promote students to take an active role in their own learning 

processes? How is this reflected in the examination forms?  

Within the first weeks of the program, the student sets up her/his ISP for the coming two years of 

studies and does this with help from her/his mentor. The ISP includes a plan for what specific courses 

will the student take as well as a plan for the research projects. Interest in extracurricular courses or 

courses from other universities is also considered. In the process of putting together the ISP, the 

mentor and the student also discuss specific goals and expectations. In preparation for the project 

courses, potential research topics may be discussed, and the mentor can, if needed, give suggestions 

on potential supervisors based on the topic the specific student is interested in. 

Although definition of the ISP can lead to some anxiety in some students, it is a defining way to 

translate responsibility to the student in the choice of their future path. The ISP can be obviously 

revised if required, it is typically reassessed and modified prior to the second year of studies.  

Students are also encouraged to contact the mentor should they want to discuss their academic 

progress or project related issues. During the first year, students choose to perform a 15-credit or a 

30-credit scientific project. It is the student´s responsibility to identify and contact potential 

supervisors even if mentors guide them in this process. After this is decided, the student needs to 

write a short summary of the planned research project including preliminary title, aim, methods and 

expected results and this is sent to the mentor. Mentors evaluate the proposed project making sure 

it has potential to be examined according to the learning outcomes for the specific project course 

(8MEA15/20 or 8MEA30). If everything is ok, the mentor approves the project. Often, the project is 

iterated one or several times between the mentor, the student and the supervisor before all 



requirements are fulfilled. Once signed by the mentor the student can register for the course and 

initiate project work.  

Examination of the project work is not exclusively based on the project outcome but emphasizes the 

students’ own involvement and engagement. The evaluation surveys that both supervisors and 

scientific reviewers submit for examination are shown in Appendixes 2 and 3.  

 

How does the program clarify the requirements placed on students in their own active learning? 

It should be apparent from the description above that students need to be actively involved in their 

learning. Students get help from their mentors in the process but are expected to make decisions on 

their own study plan and follow these decisions up. Students also need to active role in changing 

these decisions and taking new ones if hinders come along the way. 

 

What, if any, education-specific resources / infrastructure / learning environments exist and are 

used for the implementation of the education? Are there, and if so, what, special challenges does 

the education have to deal with regarding education-specific resources / learning environments? -  

The master’s program is using the LISAM learning environment to provide content, manage 

assignments and collaborative work, communicate with the students and examine learning 

outcomes. Neither teachers nor students seem to have other needs when it comes to resources and 

infrastructure to effectively follow and manage the courses. 

 

How does the education work to give students the opportunity to complete the education within 

the planned study time? Analyze key figures for throughput.  

The hard numbers shown in Table 1 indicate that students will complete 99 credits on average during 

the first two years of study. The remaining 21 credits (to complete the program 120 credits) are 

commonly obtained during a fifth semester. The two main reasons why some students need the 

extension are 1) failed exams that need to be completed and 2) Degree projects delayed by a few 

months to match the specific project presentation periods (january, march, june and october). 

As shown in Figure 1, about 4 out of 5 students that start the program end up obtaining a degree. On 

average 65% of the students in five cohorts from 2013-2017 obtained their degree within 2.5 years 

from the start of the program, the lowest proportion being for the 2015 cohort (58%) and the highest 



(71%) for the 2013 cohort. The proportion increases to 79% within 5 years from the program start. 

Therefore, program dropout is about 21% given that very few students may complete the program 

after 5 years.  

Figure 1. Proportion of students finishing the program at 2.5 years (in blue), 3 years (red) or 5 years (green) 
from the start of the program. In yellow is the proportion of students that did not obtain the degree. 

 

 

A more detailed follow-up on the three last cohorts that completed the program, namely 2016-2018, 

2017-2019 and 2018-2020 is shown in Table 2 below. The numbers are similar to previous cohorts 

and dropout rate is still around 20%. 

Table 2. Registered students to the last three program cohorts: 2016-2018, 2017-2019, 2018-2020 and degree 
of fulfillment of the program. 20% of the students did not finish the program but some of them could still be in 
the final stages of completion. 

 2016-2018 2017-2019 2018-2020 % average 
Registered students 30 30 24  
Students that earned a degree 24 22 17 75% 
Students earning a 1 year master 2 2 0 5% 
Students that have not completed the program 4 6 7 20% 
Double-degree students 4 4 7  

 

It is difficult to draw more conclusions from these numbers without further analysis. It would be 

good to understand the reasons for the dropout but student counselors do not actively seek students 

for follow-up since their function is to respond to student requests. Circumstantial evidence tells us 

that the main reasons for student dropout are: 1) students realize that the program cannot offer 

them what they are interested in, 2) international students paying fees run out of money, 3) periods 

of sick leave leads to loss of interest in the program and 4) a job offer comes along during the studies. 



Without a more active follow-up of the students by the Student Unit our main focus is on providing a 

stimulating study time in which students thrive with each other.  

 

Based on the above description and analysis, which development areas regarding design and 

implementation are identified?  

Biomedicine is a broad discipline that is constantly changing. Although not all areas of Biomedicine 

can be covered in the program we believe that a dialog with the research departments that are 

responsible for new recruitments should be fruitful to fill potential gaps.  

As an example, we have observed that quite a few students include a Bioinformatics course from 

another university in their degree. Expertise in bioinformatics may have been lacking at LiU when the 

program was designed but this is no longer the case.   

 

4. RESEARCH CONNECTION 

A strong connection between education and research is unarguably one of the values of the 

program. Students are exposed to state-of-the-art research in the biomedical sciences from the start 

to the end of the program and have the opportunity to interact on a daily basis with research 

environments during the execution of their projects.  

Table 3. Affiliation of the mentors, teachers, supervisors and scientific reviewers in the program 

Department Division 
Biomedical and Clinical Sciences Children’s and Women’s Health 
 Cell Biology 
 Inflammation and Infection 
 Surgery, Orthopedics and Oncology 
 Clinical Chemistry and Pharmacology 
 Molecular Medicine and Virology 
 Neurobiology 
 Center for Social and Affective Neuroscience 
Health, Medicine and Caring Sciences Diagnostics and Specialist Medicine 
 Nursing Sciences and Reproductive Health 
 Prevention, Rehabilitation and Community Medicine 
Physics, Chemistry and Biology Biophysics and Bioengineering 
 Molecular Surface Physics and Nanoscience 
 Sensor and Actuator Systems 
 Bioinformatics 
 Biology 
 Chemistry 

 

What scientific environments at LiU are relevant to the program? 



The current master’s program in Experimental and Medical Biosciences is the result of the fusion of 

the Biomedicine program at the Medical Faculty and the Molecular Genetics and Physiology program 

at the Technical Faculty. Although administratively based at the Medical Faculty the program prides 

on the inclusion of researchers from both faculties interested in biomedical research and preclinical 

sciences. In fact, the affiliation from the teachers enrolled in the program in 2020 reveals the 

involvement of 17 scientific divisions from the university from three different departments, as shown 

in Table 3. 

 

In what way is there a close connection between education and research?  

Not only are students exposed to scientific research as part of their course contents but students 

need to participate in active research in their projects in order to graduate. Extensive information on 

the research projects has already been provided. 

 

How do the activities in the research environments benefit the students and the program? 

When supervisors accept a master student they are also integrating her/him in their research groups 

and will be typically supervised practically by technicians, PhD students or postdoctoral fellows. The 

student project will be conducted in the facilities of the research group and is commonly focused on 

the group’s line of work and not an alien topic in which the group is marginally interested in. 

Considering that students typically conduct two research projects (Scientific Project in Year 1 and 

Degree Project in Year 2), they will spend almost a full year of their studies working in a true research 

environment. 

 

In what way does the program work so that students acquire a scientific approach?  

Enrollment in the program requires students with a bachelor degree (180 credits) in an area relevant 

to biomedicine and 90 credits of advanced courses in biomedical related topics. It is thus expected 

that accepted students already have an understanding of the scientific method. This is further 

emphasized in the first two obligatory courses and used practically in the rest of the program.  

Scientific progress is achieved through the dissemination of results obtained in laboratories in the 

form of scientific publications, contributions to meetings and networking with other research groups. 

All these skills are trained and practiced in the program as evidenced in different sections of this 

report.  



The connection between the program and scientific research can potentially be measured by the 

scientific output that can be connected to the program. To this end, we requested assistance from 

the bibliometry unit at the university library to cross the database of Master Degree Projects 

between 2016-2020 with the DIVA database on scientific publications at LiU. From 145 different 

degree projects we obtained 35 hits. Each hit was a scientific publication in which the master student 

and the project supervisor appeared as authors. Notice that this is a minimum list given that projects 

presented in 2020 (perhaps even 2019) may not have had the time to be published. 

We then asked project supervisors, which often were also last authors in the publication, for the 

actual contribution of the master student in the scientific article considering the following scale: 1) 

The article has nothing to do with the thesis, 2) The article is based on studies done after the master 

degree meaning that the student was recruited to the research group to conduct some study 

posterior to the master, 3) The article does not include results from the thesis but was “inspired” by 

it and that is the reason the student is a coauthor, 4) The article includes part of the scientific study 

of the thesis, and 5) The article is based on the results from the thesis. 

We learned that 21 of the 35 articles (60%) were ranked by the supervisors as “4” or “5”. These 21 

articles were co-authored by 18 different master students and are specified in Appendix 4. 

The remaining 14 articles were not coupled to the topic of the thesis but in all cases involved a 

publication that was initiated from the interaction between the student and the supervisor during 

the master studies.  

Altogether, this simple analysis indicates that 26 students (18% of the total) benefited from one or 

more published scientific papers that can be traced directly or indirectly to their thesis work.  

 

Based on the above description and analysis, which development areas regarding research 

connection are identified?  

This is one of the areas in which the program does well. We see less room for further improvement.  

 

5. TEACHERS’ COMPETENCE  

Scientific and pedagogical competence of the teachers in the program  

Appendix 5 summarizes the affiliation of all teachers in the program as well as their research 

productivity in the period 2015-2020 and pedagogic training. In 2020, courses and projects involved 

130 teachers, of which 39 exclusively participate in supervising or reviewing research projects. These 



39 teachers/researchers are an extremely important asset to the program but constitute a shifting 

group largely dependent on students’ choices.  

The remaining 91 teachers conduct the actual teaching and have a longer-term commitment with the 

program. They belong to the three departments indicated in Table 3 above. Biomedical and Clinical 

Sciences (BKV) performs the largest amount of teaching, 76%, and this is summarized in Table 4.  

Table 4. Number of teachers per employment category at BKV, HMV and IFM, the departments involved in the 
program. Between parenthesis is the relative contribution to the total teaching time in the program, which is 
3310 h per year. Adding all relative teaching times in the table adds up to 96% because the remaining 4% is 
conducted by external teachers, most of them clinicians from Region Östergötland. 

   BKV HMV IFM 
Technician, PhD student, Postdoctoral 
fellow 

11 (12%) 0 3 (3%) 

Principal Research Engineer 18 (25%) 0 0 
Bitr.lektor /Lektor 20 (19%) 3 (2%) 6 (4%) 
Bitr.prof./Professor 23 (20%) 5 (5%) 2 (7%) 

  

The group that conducts the largest amount of teaching are principal research engineers. 18 principal 

research engineers cover 25% of the teaching time in the program, 1.4% per person, which is 

substantially more teaching than what lecturers or professors do (0.9% and 1.1% per teacher 

respectively). The involvement of PhD students and postdocs is relatively low (15%) compared to 

other teacher groups. This is relevant considering that the program strives to keep a large proportion 

of laboratories among the course activities. It is important to highlight that this number does not 

reflect the true involvement of PhD students and postdocs in teaching because they also take care of 

practical and daily project supervision. 

Research productivity of the 141 program teachers is very high, 1643 scientific articles, equivalent to 

roughly 9% of LiUs publications in the period 2015-2020. A teacher in the program is publishing on 

average a minimum of 1.9 articles per year. This number ought to be higher given that many articles 

have more than one teacher as author.  

56% of the program teachers hold the academic title “Docent”. Of interest is also that 6 of the 18 

principal research engineers teaching in the program hold this academic title. 

In relation to pedagogical competence, the table below summarizes the pedagogical 

accomplishments of the teachers in courses organized by Didacticum since 2002. HaFo (Research 

supervision) and PBL courses top the ranking. Number of teachers that have participated in the 

ground pedagogical courses in higher education (DAL and DEL) is much more limited, particularly 

among principal research engineers. 



 Table 5. Teachers per employment category that have pedagogical courses at Didacticum in the period 2002-
2020. LUK/LOK/DAL refers to the first course now known as “Becoming a teacher in Higher Education”. 
DUO/KEU/DEL refers to the current course “Course Design and Implementation, Higher Education”. HaFo refers 
to the course “Research Supervision” and HASSA refers to the course “Supervision of students in academic 
projects”. PBL and Adv PBL refer to the basic and advanced courses in Problem-based learning. EXAMINATOR 
refers to the preparation course to be a course examiner. 

   
Technician, PhD student, 

Postdoctoral fellow 
Principal Research 

Engineer 
Bitr.lektor 

/Lektor 
Bitr.prof. / 
Professor 

LUK/LOK/DAL 0 4 12 7 
DUO/KEU/DEL 0 1 11 11 
HaFo 2 12 25 12 
HASSA 0 0 1 1 
PBL 1 13 10 3 
Adv PBL 0 0 1 1 
EXAMINATOR 0 0 2 0 
TOTAL 14 18 29 30 

  

Other teaching resources relevant for the program 

The master’s program has the ambition to promote translational research and to connect with the 

clinical practice. It is therefore important to involve clinicians in the different courses. 9 clinicians 

from Region Östergötland and the Public Health Agency contributed with 69 teaching hours (2% of 

the total.  

 

Strategies to further develop teacher competence in relation to the program goals 

Promoting teacher competence is usually done in regular meetings with all course responsibles 

(MUR/BUR). Such meetings are scheduled twice per semester and always include some program 

development goals. A successful example is the workshop on multicultural intelligence organized by 

the previous course director. The workshop was organized in response to a growing concern that 

many international students expressed that they did not feel welcome to the program and the 

university. Friction with other students on student assignments, lack of understanding on how the 

university worked and operated, lack of information in English, were all factors that were 

contributing to an unease between the students. To respond to that challenge Charlotta Öberg, an 

external consultant from PRISMA Cross-cultural consultants Pty Ltd (www.prismagroup.com.au) 

organized a workshop with the teachers in the program to increase awareness about cultural 

differences and how to tackle them. A workshop on multicultural intelligence is now organized for all 

first-year students during the first week of the program. 

Another topic proposed for these meetings was to discuss sustainable development in life sciences 

but it had to be postponed due to the COVID pandemic.   

http://www.prismagroup.com.au/


The frequency of the meetings has decreased during the COVID pandemic and the switch to a new 

course director but the ambition is still the same. Such meetings ought to be at the core of any future 

program developments. 

  

Stability of the teachers’ group and expectations in coming years 

We have not conducted an exhaustive follow-up on the stability of the teachers’ group but 

biomedicine is a fast-changing field and changes in course topics and course contents are almost 

desirable. As mentioned earlier there are lots of changes on a yearly basis in terms of project 

supervisors and project reviewers and this is an excellent way to expose new teachers in the program 

and perhaps get them involved in actual teaching, not only supervision at later stages. 

Course-wise the program is rather stable and very few changes have taken place. Recent years have 

seen the replacement of one genetics course for another (“Medical Genetics” was replaced by 

“Genetics of complex traits”) while the course “Medical and Molecular Imaging” was phased out at 

the same time that “Molecular Virology” was introduced. Lack of staff was one of the reasons to 

change the genetics course but it was not the only one. There was an economic incitement to 

introduce courses that were already existing in other programs and this would allow larger student 

groups in similar courses.  

Stability in the teachers that are course responsible is important, it facilitates a progressive 

improvement of the courses based on course evaluations. Of the 12 courses in the program (2 

compulsory and 10 elective) the course responsible has been the same for the last 5 years in 7 of 

them. In the other 5 courses the course responsible was usually introduced by the previous course 

responsible so no abrupt transitions occurred. In all cases the course responsible was a teacher in the 

course that stepped up in the role.  

 

Based on the above description and analysis, which development areas regarding teacher 

competence are identified?  

Only 14 teachers, mentors aside, have a teaching load above 5% in the program (equivalent to 85 h). 

These teachers are, with one exception, course responsibles. This fact means that teaching in the 

program is only a minor part of the working load of many teachers. Thus, it makes sense to focus 

competence development that is specific to the program to those teaching the most, specifically 

course responsibles.  



General competence development for teachers is responsibility of the departments, not the 

program. Our analysis provides evidence that competence development is largely driven by the 

requirements for career advancement. Principal research engineers are more prone to take the HaFo 

course (Research supervision) than the DAL or DEL courses. This is understandable considering that 

the career advancement goal and getting access to an academic position is to become Docent. But 

given that teaching time is an important requirement for further promotion there is also a willingness 

to teach (25% of the teaching time is conducted by 18 principal research engineers) even though the 

main activity of a principal research engineer should be research. In this regard we also want to point 

out that principal research engineers are course responsibles in 5 of 12 courses in the program but 

cannot act as course examiners due to university policy. 

Attendance to the DAL/DEL courses is much higher among the bitr.lektor/lektor employment group. 

Again, this is a prerequisite to be promoted to those academic posts. 

To our surprise, the role of PhD students and postdoctoral fellows in formal teaching is rather small 

and we wish to make changes to increase their presence in formal teaching. We are well aware that 

practical supervision during projects is conducted to a large extent by PhD students and postdoctoral 

fellows. We also know that this informal teaching is critical for the transfer of soft skills related with 

scientific research. An increase in their formal participation in course activities would be, 

nevertheless, highly desirable. 

 

6. WORKLIFE PERSPECTIVE 

The program aims at preparing students for a scientific career in the life sciences but the degree does 

not provide any professional qualification. Program graduates traditionally will be recruited to 

biomedical laboratories within academia (for technician or PhD positions), within the public health 

system or in private biotechnical or biomedical companies.  

This is how some graduates answer the question “Do you feel prepared for your future career?” in 

the reflection document upon completion of the program: 

“I would say so! I have previously been working in a clinical laboratory environment and now I am 

happy to know that after these two years in the masters’ programme, I am comfortable enough to 

say that I will be able to work in a research laboratory environment.” 

“I do. The thesis I did clearly mirrors the working environment I wish to work in after graduating. It 

prepared both my laboratory technique as well as my scientific mindset for a future in academic 

research.”  



“I feel very well prepared for the future and achieved my aim to become a partly independent 

researcher in a biomedical research laboratory.” 

“I feel prepared for my future. I feel confident about the knowledge I have, and I have the skill to gain 

more. I improve on explaining to other people my thoughts and ideas. After my project, I realize how 

much I enjoyed studying and doing research in this field that I would love to continue with a PhD 

program. Before it, I wasn't sure what I would like to do in the short future, and now I know, and I feel 

prepared for it.”  

 

How does the program work to ensure that students are prepared for a future professional life? 

The program provides many tools that are aimed to help students in their future professional life. 

Beside the content knowledge provided by the courses, multiple assignments target other 

fundamental skills. During the Degree Project (8MEA30) for example, students are required to put 

together a grant application which includes a budget. They are also expected to format their degree 

thesis in the form of a manuscript to be submitted to a journal for publication. 

In their projects students often work in close collaboration with members of their research groups. 

This way of working provides a connection with worklife within research and development, in 

academia or in industry.  

One student states this in her reflection document:  

“If I choose to pursue a career in research, I think I am well prepared for the future. During the degree 

project course we learned different aspects of research. For example, we learned how to write a grant 

application or to prepare and present a poster. Moreover, I think it is a good practice to be a scientific 

opponent to other students and to give constructive comments and encourage a discussion. And I 

think it was a really good practice to prepare a manuscript to be considered for publication because 

this will be also needed when one decides to do a PhD or work in research and to answer the 

questions of scientific reviewers.” 

And another student adds: 

“I gained so many soft skills and even though I was doubting quite often if I am made for research I 

now after my master thesis know that I want to stay within biomedical research.” 

It is relevant that the second student mentions soft skills because they are truly relevant and this is 

seen in the confidence that transpires from the answer to the question, graduates feel empowered 

to pursue a career in biomedical research.  



One of the soft skills that we believe are important is the ability to work in groups and this is 

practiced throughout the program. Of assistance in that collaborative work is the workshop on 

multicultural intelligence. 

Overall, we see that many of the program graduates will pursue a career in academic research as 

technicians and/or PhD students. Indeed, many of the PhD students recruited in the departments 

involved in the program are program graduates. 

Academic research is not the only avenue for the program and one student acknowledges the 

following: 

“However, if I want to work in a pharmaceutical company or more in the industry, I think I would still 

have more things to learn.” 

How we are tackling this concern is the topic of the following sections. 

 

How does the program interact with society? How does society contribute to the quality of the 

program? 

The program can and should do more to create bridges with the biomedical industry and clinical 

practice. At least two of the eligible courses include visits to the clinic. In the course Cardiovascular 

Biology students conduct a visit in small groups to the Coronary Angiography Unit and the Fibrillation 

Ablation Unit. Measurements performed in patients are presented to the students and discussed 

following on the material given in course lectures. A visit to Clinical Microbiology Lab is also arranged 

in the course Infection Biology. 

More recently the program launched a LiU Life Science yearly meeting together with the bachelor 

program in Industrial and Medical Biosciences. The topic for the meeting in 2018 was “CRISPR-Cas 

and clinical trials”. In 2019 the topic was “Drug Discovery and Precision Medicine”.  No meeting took 

place in 2020. 

The meetings combine presentations from researchers at biomedical companies and from academia 

and invite alumni to give examples on career paths for our students. The program students are also 

involved in the organization and the practical running of the meetings. 

On a more informal tone, networking possibilities for our students are provided via a group in the 

professional platform LinkedIn that includes students, teachers and alumni from the bachelor 

program in Experimental and Industrial Biomedicine and the master program in Experimental and 

Medical Biosciences.  



 

In what way do those responsible for the program obtain information on what is important to a 

future professional life? How is this information routinely followed up? 

A second initiative to promote interaction outside of academia is the inclusion of strategic partners 

to the educational board. Collaboration with persons with work experience in non-academic 

environments can help us profile the program in an alternative direction, complementary to our 

rather successful academic biomedical research profile.  

For several reasons the two chosen non-academic collaborators that agreed to the task have not 

attended any board meeting yet, but this is the direction that we want to take to better prepare our 

students for work in the industry or in the health sector. 

 

How does the program follow up alumni and use their experience?  

Mostly through personal contacts but the LinkedIn platform is becoming more useful as the number 

of members increases.  

 

Based on the above description and analysis, which development areas regarding usefulness and 

preparation for working life are identified?  

We need to work for a better integration of industrial and clinical activities in the program. Such 

activities would be better included in specific courses, in a similar fashion on how clinical visits are 

already included in two of the eligible courses. 

We also need to evaluate the feasibility of internships in a non-academic laboratory setting and find 

a way to integrate them in the curriculum.  

Although uncommon, a few students conduct their scientific or degree projects at an external 

company. If we aim to increase the number of projects with industrial partners it would be 

convenient to define guidelines that harmonize learning outcomes, work effort and supervision 

requirements without compromising the intellectual property of the industrial partner.  

We hope to get help from the newly appointed person for cooperation from the Medical Faculty in 

this process. 



We also recognize that connecting with the biomedical industry will be paramount to facilitate the 

diversification of job opportunities for our graduates at a time when recruitments at academic 

research groups have stabilized and even decreased. Following the interest from our students in 

industrial opportunities should be also performed in alumni follow-ups. 

 

7. STUDENT PERSPECTIVE 

All students in the program are assigned an academic mentor in the beginning of the first semester. 

Mentors are also examiners of the scientific project courses (8MEA15/20) and the degree project 

course (8MEA30). Mentors follow ”their” students throughout the program, and this allows for 

stability, long-term planning, and overview of the progression of each student. It also offers a 

platform for discussions with the students (individually and in the larger student group) with focus on 

project specific issues as well as program related topics in general.  

 

Active student involvement in the quality assessment, role of the program mentors and individual 

study plans 

As an example, the following are two activities that mentors organize and are involved in, where 

active student participation is supported and the student´s opinions and experiences are taken into 

account.  

Within the first couple of weeks after the rollcall, mentor and student have an ”Individual Study Plan 

Meeting”. At this meeting, mentor and student discuss and set a plan for what specific courses to 

include, in what part of the semester to place the project courses etc. Mentor and student also 

discuss specific goals and expectations that the student has for his/her studies at the program. At this 

time, project topics may also be discussed and the mentor can, if needed, suggest potential 

supervisors based on the topic(s) the specific student is interested in. Taken together this initial 

meeting is an important part to academically guide the student, but also to initiate an open dialogue 

about the contents and the continuous quality development of the program. 

Throughout the year, mentors regularly arrange “Mentor Meetings” for the full group of students. 

Topics related to the studies are lifted and discussed. Relevant topics include for example ”how to 

find a project”, ”report writing”, ”how to prepare a poster”, ”reference handling”, ”how to give 

feedback”, ”the use of images in scientific reports”, ”research fraud”. There is also room for including 

additional topics asked for by the students. As an example, we recently introduced the topic “The use 

of images in scientific reports” because several students expressed that they lacked knowledge and 



skills in this area. An expert from the university library was invited to give a talk on the topic and 

students were provided materials for practice purposes. At the next round of degree project 

presentations two months later, it was clear that this activity had been appreciated and results were 

seen immediately in form of higher quality images and correct use of images.    

In summary, mentor involvement is an important bridge between the program leadership and the 

students. Active student participation is of course a prerequisite. Most of the questions discussed 

and the feedback brought up in these forum concern administrative issues that are fairly easy to 

resolve, hence the feedback to the students is direct and rapid. We perceive that this is highly 

appreciated by the students and want to make sure this strength is preserved.    

 

Student participation in the program board and additional communication routes with the 

program director, course responsibles and mentors  

Program board meetings (PU) are held 2 times each semester, in the form of joint meetings for the 

MSc and BSc programs. In addition to teacher/faculty representatives and program director(s), 

student representatives chosen by the student union Consensus attend these meetings. The student 

representatives are involved in all discussions and take part in decisions. There is also a dedicated 

part of the meeting for any information/topic that the students wish to bring up for discussion. Our 

view is that the student's opinions and input is a very important part of these meetings and thus 

highly valued.  

The program also host regular meetings where all course responsibles attend (the so called 

MUR/BUR meetings). At these meetings course related issues are in focus, but also topics more 

general for the whole program and other related activities are discussed, all with focus on 

maintaining and improving the quality of the program. Students are represented at these meetings 

and routinely report ongoing work in the student union and within the group of program students. 

Students also contribute with valuable input on all program/course related questions on the agenda.  

In summary, there are several pathways for communication between students and the program 

leadership/teachers at all levels of the program. Students are represented and have the possibility to 

take part in major decisions made.  

 

Course evaluations (EvaLiUate) and feedback to students 



Before the introduction of Evaliuate all course responsibles were requested to meet student 

representatives and write a report evaluating the course. This method has now been phased out to 

focus on EvaLiUate instead.   

Currently, EvaLiUate is used according to LiU guidelines. In addition to the questions already included 

in the survey by default, examiners have the possibility to add additional questions, based on specific 

course activities. Once finalized and collected, the summary of the evaluations is analyzed by the 

program director and, if relevant, discussed in the PU meetings. The program director may also 

discuss directly with the course responsible and or other teachers involved in a given course. It is the 

task of the course responsible to communicate the outcome of the previous course evaluation to the 

next group of students and to describe the changes (if any) made in response to the evaluation.  

The response rates on our EvaLiUate course surveys is not high enough, 44% on average. The 

addition of course specific questions is one way to tackle this and we plan to address this within the 

frame of the MUR/BUR meetings.  

 

Reflection documents 

As a final part of the Degree Project course (8MEA30) students are requested to write and submit a 

reflection document to his/her mentor/examiner. Students are asked to comment on 1) their 

performance during the different phases of the research project, 2) how they perceive the full set of 

courses given at the program and the connection between different course activities and 3) to 

include suggestions and comments for the development of the program. The questions included in 

the reflection document are shown in Appendix 6.  

The reflection document  is very useful to monitor the quality of the specific learning activities in the 

project courses but also the program as a whole. Feedback on the reflection document is currently 

given directly to the student by the mentor.  

 

Based on the above description and analysis, which development areas regarding student 

perspectives are identified?  

Student reflections lead us to believe that their degree of satisfaction is high and that students are 

empowered by the program and the possibility to define their own study path. Key in this 

satisfaction, we believe, is the work done by the mentors in the program. Mentoring comes with a 

cost (4 mentors, 200 teaching hours per year) and new economic constraints may demand a revision 

on all program costs and require alternative economic allocations.  



At the same time, mentors have a complex role juggling academic advising with examination. This 

duality may be the source of professional conflict that will require further evaluation. 

Although reflection documents are valuable, there is no administrative tool to facilitate their storage 

for further analysis and consideration after mentors have read them and commented them with the 

students. Excellent arguments and suggestions may, therefore, go amiss. As a recent example, an 

increasing number of students chose to prepare their project time plan in the form of a Gantt chart 

and commented in the reflection document that this way of follow-up had been very helpful for 

them. As a result, the group of mentors is now discussing how to improve project management. Such 

skills could also be valued in industry providing an added benefit to the program. 

 

8. EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 

 

According to the guidelines and evaluation criteria the following description and examples focus 

mostly on gender equality. However, it is important to stress that other aspects of equal 

opportunities are also important even if only covered in brief in this report. LiU´s vision and ongoing 

work in the area of equal opportunities encompasses more than gender equality ( 

https://liu.se/en/article/lika-villkor). 

 

In what way is equal opportunities included in the planning, performance and evaluation and how 

does this achieve development of quality? 

The gender proportion of the different teaching positions at the programme are 37:63 for professors 

(% women:men) and 64:36 for PhD students/technicians as shown in Table 6. 

 

Table 6. Proportion (%) of teachers from different academic positions that are involved in the program. 
 

Position (total number of staff) Women Men 

Professor (27) 37 63 

Bitr.professor (9) 33 66 

Universitetslektor (25) 36 64 

Bitr.universitetslektor (11) 33 66 

Principal Research Engineer (26) 54 46 

Postdoctoral fellow (12) 59 41 

PhD Student / Technician (14) 64 36 

TOTAL (59 women, 65 men) 48 52 

 

https://liu.se/en/article/lika-villkor


These numbers mirror approximately the gender proportion of the employed teachers at the Medical 

Faculty. In total there is a slightly higher participation from men than women, 48:52 (% women:men, 

Table 6). 

When comparing the amount of administrative tasks a larger proportion is performed by women, 

464 hours compared with 245 hours for men. Teaching, which includes lectures, seminars, 

laboratories, tutorial groups, course assignments and examinations, is also performed more by 

women than men, 1370 hours compared with 1084 hours, respectively. Men are overrepresented at 

lectures given by professors, 138 h vs 101 h of lectures given by women (Table 7). 

Women are teaching more in regular courses, 1834 h versus 1210 h. Men have a higher involvement 

in projects, 1263 h versus 712 h for women (Table 8).  

 

Table 7. Teaching hours (women:men) spent by staff in different teaching activities at different teaching 
positions. 
 

Position Professor Bitr 
prof 

Univ 
lektor 

Bitr 
univ 
lekt 

Principal 
Research 
Engineer 

Post 
doctoral 
Fellow 

PhD Student 
Technician TOTAL 

Lectures 101:138 6:72 47:83 48:0 36:63 21:0 15:0 274:356 

Seminars 31:64 20:36 49:39 16:8 56:22 15:0 10:0 197:169 

Laboratories 0:40 20:4 2:0 94:0 68:31 0:50 89:6 273:131 

Tutorial groups 0:12  44:0 26:0 128:80 0:14 44:20 242:126 
Course 
assignments 2:0 20:22 10:44 0:16 99:0 0: 68 41:0 172:150 

Exams 51:75 10:40 88:20  27:5 32:12 4:0 212:152 
Course 
administration 75:63 67:100 143:12  129:70 50:0  464:245 

 
 
Table 8. Time spent (h women:men) spent by staff in Regular courses and Project courses 
 

Position Course activities Project 

Professor 260:273 248:276 

Bitr.prof 143:274 0:84 

Universitetslektor 383:198 164:480 

Bitr.univ lektor 184:24 48:92 

Principal Research Engineer 543:271 152:175 

Postdoctoral Fellow 118:144 96:92 

PhD Student / Technician 203:26 4:64 

TOTAL 1834:1210 712:1263 

 

 



Gender proportion is balanced in regard to the four mentors at the programme, where two women 

and two men have always been appointed. Gender proportion is not top priority when teachers are 

assigned to specific courses, it is scientific expertise that is given priority. Equality is considered as 

part of quality development.  

 

 

How are equal opportunities integrated in content, performance and evaluation in the program? 

Give examples of syllabus, literature, learning activities, content, student population and 

throughput of male and female students. 

 

The program has a multicultural backbone of both students and teachers. Students in the program 

commonly represent 20 different nations on average. Students at the program mainly get employed 

in three major sectors, within academia, in the life science industry and in the health care system. 

These three sectors present multicultural workplaces to a high degree. To include this multicultural 

aspect teachers and staff were educated in multicultural intelligence in 2018. Since 2019 students get 

training in multicultural intelligence and this aspect is present in all courses. In all courses the tools 

for tutorial group activities such as ice break activities, construction of the contract and evaluation 

consider the multicultural aspects explicitly.  

 

In the course “Analytical techniques in experimental and medical biosciences” one of the compulsory 

course tasks has the title: “Equal opportunities in science - Plan and design a study with the aim to 

investigate if gender determines the degree of academic success at the Faculty of Medicine and 

Health Sciences at Linköping University”. The learning activities for the task include a written report 

and a presentation of the report in a seminar. The written report is also peer-reviewed. 

Recommended literature for the task is given in the Study guide. At the seminar different ethical 

aspects of equal opportunities and mechanisms that can be obstacles for equal opportunities, 

including gender, ethnicity and age, are discussed. 

 

The proportion of students is around 60% women and 40% men. The program throughput is high and 

there are no significant differences between women and male in passing exams and achieving the 

Master degree. 80 students were recruited in the cohorts 2016-2018, 2017-2019 and 2019-2020, 49 

women and 31 men. About 80% of the students completed the program within 3 years and the rate 

of failing to complete the program was 20% for women and 23% for men. 

 

 



Potential development in regard to equal opportunities 

The syllabus of all courses contains learning outcomes and course contents which address equal 

opportunities without explicitly using the term “equal opportunities”. The syllabus of the courses 

could be modified to specifically use the term “equal opportunities”.  

To explicitly evaluate equal opportunities in all courses it should be possible to include questions 

about it in EvaLiUate. This could be done in relation to tutorial group activities or in relation to course 

assignments and assessment.  

The training in multicultural intelligence should be continued and safeguarded, it is a great asset and 

shown to be appreciated by students as well as teachers. 

 

9. SUSTAINABILITY 

 

The Higher Education Act (1992: 1434) explicitly states that higher education institutions shall 

promote sustainable development that involves current and future generations to ensure a healthy 

and good environment, economic and social welfare and justice (Chapter 1, 5§). 

Linköping University (LIU) has as one of its goals that its students shall, no later than 2018, receive 

basic knowledge and understanding of how sustainable development is relevant to their education. 

Unfortunately, little has happened in the program in that regard, as it should be evident from the 

answers to the specific questions below. As late as the spring semester 2021 the program agreed to 

participate in a sustainability self-evaluation scheme designed along the guidelines from the Platform 

for Sustainability Performance in Education. The Platform defined and validated the Assessment 

Instrument for Sustainability in Higher Education (AISHE) and a working group at LiU led by Cecilia 

Enberg (Department of Behavioural Sciences and Learning, IBL) adapted it. After completing the self-

assessment, this has been discussed in the Biomedical Program Board (Programutskottet) and 

feedback from Cecilia Enberg has been received. The inclusion of a sustainability perspective into the 

program will, therefore, continue as suggested in the Action Plan. 

The self-evaluation performed along the LiU framework will be the basis to answer the specific 

questions below. 

 

How is sustainable development integrated in terms of design, content and implementation? 



The program description makes no explicit mention of sustainability aspects. It is implicit that the 

conduction of experimental research in the life sciences with focus on health and disease is related 

with sustainability goal #3: “ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages”. This can 

be seen in teaching and research projects aimed at the prevention of newborn and children death 

(target 3.2), the study of communicable diseases such as tuberculosis (target 3.3), the prevention and 

treatment of substance abuse (target 3.5), the development of vaccines and medicines (target 3.b). 

The program is strictly focused on health and disease and contributes with disciplinary expertise that 

is essential to solve sustainability challenges.  

There is no good example on how the program shows a clear working mindset for sustainability 

goals. Perhaps the easiest bridge between course contents and sustainability can be seen in the 

course Infection Biology (8MEA04), an elective course in the program. The course provides 

knowledge on infectious diseases and global medicine, chronic infections and infections related to 

mother/child, all topics of high relevance for sustainability goal #3. These contents are covered in 

numerous lectures and tutorial groups. To name a few: Lectures 1 and 2 - Global medicine, health 

and poverty, global cause of death, the role of infectious diseases in poor countries, and 

immunization; Lecture 4 - Parasitic diseases with impact on global health; Lecture 9 - Pregnancy and 

infections, some reflections on interactions between mother and child in infectious diseases; Lecture 

14 - Tuberculosis; and Tutorial group scenarios (three out of five) on malaria, HIV and tuberculosis. In 

this case, there is an activity-oriented goal defined by gaining knowledge on infectious diseases and 

global medicine. 

Overall, sustainability is present in the program in a few specific moments and the program could be 

classified as in phase 1, moment-oriented, given that there are program goals that can be actively 

associated with sustainability and that some activities are driven in that direction. Nevertheless, it 

should be possible to frame these activities better to match Agenda 2030 sustainability goals and not 

only goal #3. Notice that the AISHE assessment defines four phases, moment-, process-, system-, and 

progression-oriented to define the extent to which program content is placed in relation to a larger 

societal context. Being in phase one essentially means that a lot can be done to strive for a higher 

degree of accomplishment. 

Clearly, many of the Agenda 2030 health goals can only be addressed with a global interdisciplinary 

approach. Think about improving water quality (goal #6) or reduce hunger (goal #2) as examples. 

Climate changes also have a major impact on health as seen in the increased number of deaths 

associated with heat waves or pollution. Students in the biomedical master program are presented 

with knowledge on those areas but tackling those problems would require teaming up with students 



from other programs to discuss preventive measures and action plans. Such activities are not 

currently included in the curriculum. If they could or should be ought to be considered in the Action 

Plan resulting from this evaluation.   

The framework for integration of sustainable development of LiU educational programs strongly 

emphasizes the inclusion of sustainable development activities within obligatory courses but the 

master’s program only includes two compulsory courses that are mainly levelling courses to provide 

the basis for subsequent courses in lab procedures, basic laboratory methods, scientific method and 

experimental design, analytical procedures and statistics, biodatabases and literature searches and 

scientific writing. 

Nevertheless, all students must also complete two separate scientific projects (8MEA20 Scientific 

Project and 8MEA30 Degree Project) that already contain objectives that could be linked with 

sustainable development. As suggested in the AISHE-like self-evaluation scheme two of the 8MEA20 

objectives (“Analyze the implementation and the results of the sciencific project from a social and 

ethical point of view” and “Describe the contents of the project in a way that no experts in the field 

can understand it”) could be expanded and improved to include a sustainable approach. These 

objectives are not included in the 8MEA30 Degree Project course. Instead, the focus of this course is 

on disciplinary expertise and connection to state-of-the-art current research. It will be interesting to 

discuss if there is room in the project courses for a more interdisciplinary approach to tackle global 

problems such as those mentioned above. 

 

Do teachers in the program have competence in sustainable development? How can LiU contribute 

to competence development in sustainable development? 

There are certainly teachers in the program with substantial expertise on the interphase between 

their own research knowledge areas and sustainability but there has not been a forum to share them 

or an incitament to include this as part of course contents.  

There is a general awareness that LiU can provide help in developing activities or course content in 

relation to sustainability goals through Didacticum but this has been left to each teacher’s own 

initiative and the program has not taken a systematic approach to promote it. 

 

In what way does the program take into consideration students and working life representatives' 

opinions and experiences about sustainable development? 



As presented in the Student Perspective section of this report, student opinions are obtained from 

course evaluations and from the attendance of student representatives to the Biomedical Programs 

Board meetings. Sustainability aspects are not included in the EvaLiUate course assessment and have 

not been a point of concern for student associations. 

Working life representatives are still underrepresented in the program board as discussed in the 

Worklife Perspective section of the report.  

 

Which development areas regarding sustainable development have been identified? 

An obvious outcome from the AISHE-like self-evaluation is that students need to be introduced to 

basic concepts in sustainable development. This could later facilitate educational activities that go 

beyond moment-oriented (phase 1) activities and achieve a higher level of accomplishment. 

One possibility is to take advantage of the introductory and elective course to Sustainable 

Development (8FG074 Sustainable Development 3hp) developed at LiU and to which all students can 

register to. The course aims at educating students in the Agenda 2030 Sustainable Development 

Goals. Within the frame of the course, students from different backgrounds interact and develop 

interdisciplinary and intercultural communication skills. Students work on a topic from Agenda 2030 

in small interdisciplinary groups two hours a week. The work is presented to a broad audience at a 

Sustainability Gala.  

Another possibility is to use the Snowflake Platform (https://snowflakeeducation.com/) to adapt 

existing educational activities in specific program courses. 

With an improved proficiency in basic sustainability concepts provided by either of the alternatives 

above it should be possible to expand and improve the coupling between sustainable development 

and the research project courses (8MEA15, 8MEA20 and 8MEA30). An easy way to add to it would be 

to request a compulsory section on the societal relevance of the work in the written version of the 

project. This is already done in many other programs at LiU.  

  

https://snowflakeeducation.com/
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APPENDIX 1 

Table with the connection between the program goals and the course activities and examination forms. 8MEA02 – Analytical Techniques in Experimental 
Biosciences, 8MEA06 – Experimental Techniques in Experimental Biosciences, 8MEA15/20 – Scientific Project, 8MEA30 – Degree Project 

 

NATIONAL GOAL Course/s Activity Examination 
Knowledge and understanding    
• The student shall display their knowledge and understanding in 

new or unfamiliar cases and environments within broader and 
multidisciplinary contexts related to Medical Biology and life 
sciences  

Elective courses Tutorial groups Exam 

• The student shall, in general, master and choose modern 
methodology used within the field of Medical Biology 

8MEA06 Laboratory Exercises Lab Seminar 

• The student shall create an individual profile within medical 
biology by in-depth theoretical and practical studies 

8MEA15, 8MEA20, 8MEA30 Scientific and Degree Projects Project Defense 

Skills and abilities    
• The student shall apply problem-solving abilities in 

multidisciplinary contexts related to Medical Biology integrate 
knowledge and handle complexities in biosciences and related 
subjects even with limited information  

Elective courses Seminars Seminar Reports 

• The student shall display originality in developing and applying 
ideas within Medical Biology research independently apply their 
knowledge in qualified practical investigations, including design, 
choice of valid techniques, planning, evaluation and time 
management  

8MEA15, 8MEA20, 8MEA30 Scientific and Degree Projects Written thesis 

• The student shall independently analyse and critically evaluate 
results in the context of current research 

Elective courses Seminars Seminar Reports 

• The student shall communicate and argue conclusions to 
specialists and non-specialists clearly and unambiguously in 
English (both written and oral communication)  

8MEA15, 8MEA20, 8MEA30 Scientific and Degree Projects Project Defense and written 
thesis 

 
 
 
 
 

Elective courses Literature Reports Oral and written presentation 
of the reports 



• The student shall display the skills demanded in research and 
development or in independent work within other activities, e. g. 
highly qualified assignments within the labour market such as life 
science, biotechnological, pharmaceutical and food industries, 
development and leading of laboratory projects within health 
care as well as perform research and teaching activities at 
universities and colleges 

8MEA15, 8MEA20, 8MEA30 Scientific and Degree Projects Performance evaluation by 
project supervisor 

• The student shall use student-centered learning methodologies 
as pedagogical tools and apply them to define problems as well 
as to search for and evaluate knowledge in order to solve 
problems arising in future professional practice 

8MEA02  Tutorial Groups  

• The student shall show a profound ability to initiate, participate 
in and undertake work aiming to improve and evaluate activities 
within Medical Biology 

8MEA15, 8MEA20, 8MEA30 Opposition to research Projects  

Judgement and attitudes    
• The student shall formulate analysis of current research in 

biosciences and its role in society 
Elective courses Seminars Seminar Reports 

• The student shall reflect on ethical and social responsibilities in 
biomedical research and development linked to their knowledge 
and judgements 

   

• The student shall collaborate with people in international and 
multidisciplinary environments 

All course Group assignments  

 



APPENDIX 2 

Evaluation survey to be completed by the project supervisor and handed in to the project examiner. 

 

BASIS FOR ASSESSMENT - PROJECT AND DEGREE PROJECT 
To be able to make an assessment of the student’s performance during the project work 
up to the oral presentation of the project we would like to have your opinion as a 
supervisor regarding the progress of the project. The assessment has to be relevant to 
what a student should know at this specific level (first year on the education for the 
Project and the second year for the Degree Project). The basis for assessment is used by 
the mentor/examiner as material for completing the total judgment of the student´s 
project work. Please hand in the completed form to the student´s mentor latest on the 
day of the presentation. 
 
 
Student:  ____________________________________________________  
 
Main supervisor:  _________________________________________  
 
Other supervisors:  ________________________________________  
 
Title of the project:  _______________________________________  
 
Size of project:  __________________________________________  
(15/30hp for Project and 30hp for Degree Project) 
 

 
 Fail Pass Good Excellent 

Improved in-depth understanding of 
theoretical knowledge     

Capacity to plan     

Independence and creativity     

Practical laboratory skills     

Accuracy in documentation     

Capacity to analyze and understand 
results     

Capacity to express herself/himself in 
writing     

Involvement and effort     

Capacity of interaction and 
cooperation     

Overall impression     

 
 



Additional comments: _______________________________________  
 
______________________________________________________________  
 
______________________________________________________________  
 
 
I have read and reviewed the report, 
 
 
___________________________ 
Signature 

 



APPENDIX 3 

Evaluation survey to be completed by the scientific reviewer and handed in to the project examiner 

Basis for assessment - Project and Degree Project  

To be able to make an assessment of the student´s performance during the project work up to the 
oral presentation we would like to have a written opinion regarding the written and oral 
presentation from you as the expert reviewer. The assessment has to be relevant to what the 
student should know at this specific level (first year on the programme for the Project and the second 
year for the Degree Project). 

Please hand in the completed form to the examiner after the oral presentation. 

Student: 

Expert Reviewer: 

Title of the project: 

Size of project: 

(15/30hp for Project, 30hp for Degree Project) 

 

Assessment of the written report (Project) or the article (Degree Project) 

 No Yes, with 
reservation 

Yes Yes, with 
distinction 

Is the content in the report/article relevant 
to the scientific area? 

    

Is the report/article written in a scientific 
way? 

    

Are the results sufficient for the conclusions 
drawn? 

    

Is the in-depth knowledge of the work 
sufficient? 

    

Does the report/article give a good overall 
impression? 

    

 

Further comments of the report/article: 

 

  



 

Assessment of the oral presentation 

 

 

Inadequately Passable Well Excellent 

How was the aim and background to the project 
presented? 

    

Has the student been able to explain the choice 
of the analytical methods? 

    

Has the student been able to answer the 
questions from the opponent and expert 
reviewer? 

    

How has the student explained and defended 
her/his analysis of the results and the 
conclusions? 

    

Overall impression of the oral presentation     

 

Further comments of the oral presentation: 

 

In conclusion, to my opinion, 

 

The student should pass the oral presentation (please tick); 

YES         NO 

 

The student should pass the written report/article (please tick); 

YES, as it is presently written            YES, after minor revision 

Yes, after more extensive revision/addition   

I, as an expert reviewer offer to review the report again  

NO 

 

Date   Signature 

 

 

----------------------------  --------------------------------- 



APPENDIX 4 

List of publications actively resulting from the work done by master students during their degree 
projects. The student’s name is highlighted in bold text.  

1. Abdelrahman, I., Vieweg, R., Irschik, S., Steinvall, I., Sjöberg, F., Elmasry, M., 2020. Development 
of delirium : Association with old age, severe burns, and intensive care. Burns 46, 797-
803.10.1016/j.burns.2020.02.013 

2. Ahlbeck, L., Ahlberg, E., Nyström Kronander, U., Björkander, J., Jenmalm, M., 2018. 
Intralymphatic allergen immunotherapy against pollen allergy. A 3-year open follow-up study of 
10 patients. Annals of Allergy, Asthma & Immunology 121, 626-627.10.1016/j.anai.2018.07.010 

3. Balian, A., Garcia Gonzalez, J., Bastida, N., Akhtar, K.-T.K., Borsa, B.A., Hernandez, F., 2019. 
Kinetic Screening of Nuclease Activity using Nucleic Acid Probes. Journal of Visualized 
Experiments.10.3791/60005 

4. Douvlataniotis, K., Bensberg, M., Lentini, A., Gylemo, B., Nestor, C., 2020. No evidence for DNA 
N-6-methyladenine in mammals. Science Advances 6.10.1126/sciadv.aay3335 

5. Dzidic, M., Abrahamsson, T., Artacho, A., Björksten, B., Collado, M.C., Mira, A., Jenmalm, M., 
2017. Aberrant IgA responses to the gut microbiota during infancy precede asthma and allergy 
development. Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology 139, 1017-+.10.1016/j.jaci.2016.06.047 

6. Höglund, A., Strempfl, K., Fogelholm, J., Wright, D., Henriksen, R., 2020. The genetic regulation of 
size variation in the transcriptome of the cerebrum in the chicken and its role in domestication 
and brain size evolution. BMC Genomics 21.10.1186/s12864-020-06908-0 

7. Lennikov, A., Mirabelli, P., Mukwaya, A., Schaupper, M., Thangavelu, M., Lachota, M., Ali, Z., 
Jensen, L., Lagali, N., 2018. Selective IKK2 inhibitor IMD0354 disrupts NF-kappa B signaling to 
suppress corneal inflammation and angiogenesis. Angiogenesis 21, 267-285.10.1007/s10456-
018-9594-9 

8. Lentini, A., Lagerwall, C., Vikingsson, S., Mjoseng, H.K., Douvlataniotis, D.K., Vogt, H., Green, H., 
Meehan, R.R., Benson, M., Nestor, C., 2018. A reassessment of DNA-immunoprecipitation-based 
genomic profiling. Nature Methods 15, 499-+.10.1038/s41592-018-0038-7 

9. Lindström, A., Midtbö, K.M., Arnesson, L.-G., Garvin, S., Shabo, I., 2017. Fusion between M2-
macrophages and cancer cells results in a subpopulation of radioresistant cells with enhanced 
DNA-repair capacity. OncoTarget 8, 51370-51386.10.18632/oncotarget.17986 

10. Liu, N., Cui, W., Jiang, X., Zhang, Z., Gnosa, S., Ali, Z., Jensen, L., Jönsson, J.-I., Blockhuys, S., Lam, 
E.W.F., Zhao, Z., Ping, J., Xie, N., Kopsida, M., Wang, X., Sun, X.-F., 2019. The Critical Role of 
Dysregulated RhoB Signaling Pathway in Radioresistance of Colorectal Cancer. International 
Journal of Radiation Oncology, Biology, Physics 104, 1153-1164.10.1016/j.ijrobp.2019.04.021 

11. Lönnqvist, S., Junker, J., Sedell, M., Nyman, E., Kratz, G., 2019. Tracking keratinocytes and 
melanocytes using carboxyfluorescein hydroxysuccinimidyl ester staining. PLOS ONE 
14.10.1371/journal.pone.0221878 

12. Mirabelli, P., Mukwaya, A., Lennikov, A., Xeroudaki, M., Peebo, B., Schaupper, M., Lagali, N., 
2017. Genome-wide expression differences in anti-Vegf and dexamethasone treatment of 
inflammatory angiogenesis in the rat cornea. Scientific Reports 7.10.1038/s41598-017-07129-4 

13. Mukwaya, A., Mirabelli, P., Lennikov, A., Xeroudaki, M., Schaupper, M., Peebo, B., Lagali, N., 
2017. Genome-wide expression datasets of anti-VEGF and dexamethasone treatment of 
angiogenesis in the rat cornea. Scientific Data 4.10.1038/sdata.2017.111 

14. Nestor, C., Lentini, A., Hägg Nilsson, C., Gawel, D., Gustafsson, M., Mattson, L., Wang, H., 
Rundquist, O., Meehan, R.R., Klocke, B., Seifert, M., Hauck, S.M., Laumen, H., Zhang, H., Benson, 
M., 2016. 5-Hydroxymethylcytosine Remodeling Precedes Lineage Specification during 
Differentiation of Human CD4(+) T Cells. Cell reports 16, 559-570.10.1016/j.celrep.2016.05.091 



15. Sahlin, A., Blomgran, R., Berlin, G., 2020. Granulocyte concentrates prepared from residual 
leukocyte units produced by the Reveos automated blood processing system. Transfusion and 
apheresis science 59.10.1016/j.transci.2019.102682 

16. Svärd, A., Hammerman, M., Eliasson, P.T., 2020. Elastin levels are higher in healing tendons than 
in intact tendons and influence tissue compliance. The FASEB Journal 34, 13409-
13418.10.1096/fj.202001255R 

17. Tobieson, L., Czifra, Z., Wåhlén, K., Marklund, N., Ghafouri, B., 2020. Proteomic investigation of 
protein adsorption to cerebral microdialysis membranes in surgically treated intracerebral 
hemorrhage patients-a pilot study. Proteome Science 18.10.1186/s12953-020-00163-7 

18. Yaghmaeian Salmani, B., Monedero Cobeta, I., Rakar, J., Bauer, S., Rodriguez Curt, J., 
Starkenberg, A., Thor, S., 2018. Evolutionarily conserved anterior expansion of the central 
nervous system promoted by a common PcG-Hox program. Development 
145.10.1242/dev.160747 

 



APPENDIX 5 

Pedagogical competence and research productivity of the teachers involved in the program either as mentors, course teachers, project supervisors or project 
scientific reviewers 

Employment 
Academic 
degree Department Division 

Teaching 
hours 

Role in 
student 
project Publications 

%  as first/ 
last author 

Pedagogic 
courses 

Technician  BKV Cell Biology 18  0 0        

PhD student  IFM 
Biophysics and 
Bioengineering 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 0 0        

PhD student  BKV 
Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 5  0 0        

PhD student  HMV 
Diagnostics and Specialist 
Medicine 0 Supervisor 0 0        

PhD student  BKV 
Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 24  0 0        

PhD student  BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 6  0 0        

PhD student  BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 35  0 0        

PhD student  BKV Cell Biology 50  0 0        

PhD student  HMV 
Prevention, Rehabilitation 
and Community Medicine 0 Supervisor 0 0        

PhD student  BKV 
Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 20  0 0        

PhD student  IFM Biology 6  0 0        

PhD student  IFM 
Molecular Surface Physics 
and Nanoscience 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 0 0        

PhD student  BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 5  0 0        

PhD student  IFM 
Molecular Surface Physics 
and Nanoscience 60  0 0        

Postdoctoral Fellow PhD IFM 
Biophysics and 
Bioengineering 36  1 100        

Postdoctoral Fellow PhD BKV 
Center for Social and 
Affective Neuroscience 0 Supervisor 0 0        

Postdoctoral Fellow PhD BKV Neurobiology 0 
Scientific 
Reviewer 1 100        



Employment 
Academic 
degree Department Division 

Teaching 
hours 

Role in 
student 
project Publications 

%  as first/ 
last author 

Pedagogic 
courses 

Postdoctoral Fellow PhD BKV 
Surgery, Orthopedics and 
Oncology 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 4 50        

Postdoctoral Fellow PhD BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 110 Supervisor 7 57   PBL   HaFo  

Postdoctoral Fellow PhD BKV 
Surgery, Orthopedics and 
Oncology 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 1 0        

External PhD CBR 
Center for Biomedical 
Resources 64  0 0        

Postdoctoral Fellow PhD BKV 
Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 5 80        

Postdoctoral Fellow PhD BKV 
Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 0 0        

Postdoctoral Fellow PhD BKV 
Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 8  2 100        

Postdoctoral Fellow PhD BKV 
Surgery, Orthopedics and 
Oncology 108 

Scientific 
Reviewer 4 50      HaFo  

Postdoctoral Fellow PhD BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 0 Supervisor 2 50        

Postdoctoral Fellow PhD BKV 
Clinical Chemistry and 
Pharmacology 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 6 100        

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV 

Inflammation and 
Infection 20  6 83   PBL     

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV Cell Biology 20  7 43   PBL   HaFo  
Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV 

Clinical Chemistry and 
Pharmacology 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 3 67        

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV 

Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 55 Supervisor 16 81 

LUK/LOK/DAL  
PBL   HaFo  

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV 

Surgery, Orthopedics and 
Oncology 32  7 57        

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV Neurobiology 6  2 50      HaFo  
Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV Neurobiology 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 11 64        

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV 

Inflammation and 
Infection 200 Mentor 6 33  



Employment 
Academic 
degree Department Division 

Teaching 
hours 

Role in 
student 
project Publications 

%  as first/ 
last author 

Pedagogic 
courses 

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV 

Clinical Chemistry and 
Pharmacology 6  4 25   PBL   HaFo  

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD HMV 

Diagnostics and Specialist 
Medicine 0 Supervisor 10 90        

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV Neurobiology 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 4 75        

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD IFM Chemistry 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 4 50        

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV 

Surgery, Orthopedics and 
Oncology 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 0 0        

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV Neurobiology 0 Supervisor 1 100        
Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV 

Inflammation and 
Infection 15  4 100        

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV Neurobiology 43  5 80   PBL   HaFo  
Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV 

Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 34 Supervisor 9 89   PBL   HaFo  

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV Neurobiology 15  5 40 LUK/LOK/DAL       
Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV 

Inflammation and 
Infection 4 

Scientific 
Reviewer 4 50   PBL     

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD IFM Chemistry 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 7 43        

Principal Research 
Engineer PhD BKV 

Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 14  1 0        

Principal Research 
Engineer Docent BKV 

Children’s and Women’s 
Health 20  17 35   PBL   HaFo  

Principal Research 
Engineer Docent BKV Cell Biology 258 Supervisor 15 53   PBL   HaFo  

Principal Research 
Engineer Docent BKV 

Neurobiology 
140  18 39 

LUK/LOK/DAL 
DUO/KEU/DEL 
PBL   HaFo  

Principal Research 
Engineer Docent BKV 

Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 109 + 200 

Supervisor / 
Mentor 32 59 

LUK/LOK/DAL  
PBL   HaFo  

Principal Research 
Engineer Docent BKV 

Inflammation and 
Infection 11 

Scientific 
Reviewer 11 55 

LUK/LOK/DAL  
PBL   HaFo  



Employment 
Academic 
degree Department Division 

Teaching 
hours 

Role in 
student 
project Publications 

%  as first/ 
last author 

Pedagogic 
courses 

Principal Research 
Engineer Docent BKV 

Children’s and Women’s 
Health 12  43 60   PBL   HaFo  

Adjungerad Adjunkt PhD BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 20 Supervisor 1 100        

Adungerad professor PhD BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 6  12 83 

 DUO/KEU/DEL    
HaFo  

Adjungerad professor PhD BKV 
Clinical Chemistry and 
Pharmacology 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 37 46        

Adjungerad 
universitetslektor PhD BKV 

Inflammation and 
Infection 10  23 52   PBL   HaFo  

Adjungerad 
universitetslektor Docent BKV 

Clinical Chemistry and 
Pharmacology 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 29 66        

Bitr.universitetslektor PhD BKV 
Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 32  3 0   PBL   HaFo  

Bitr.universitetslektor PhD BKV 
Surgery, Orthopedics and 
Oncology 12 

Scientific 
Reviewer 8 38 

 DUO/KEU/DEL    
HaFo EXAM 

Bitr.universitetslektor PhD IFM 
Sensor and Actuator 
Systems 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 11 73        

Bitr.universitetslektor PhD IFM 
Molecular Surface Physics 
and Nanoscience 0 Supervisor 8 63        

Bitr.universitetslektor PhD IFM 
Biology 

86  13 85 

LUK/LOK/DAL 
DUO/KEU/DEL    
HaFo  

Bitr.universitetslektor PhD HMV 
Diagnostics and Specialist 
Medicine 30 Supervisor 7 86   PBL   HaFo  

Bitr.universitetslektor PhD BKV 
Center for Social and 
Affective Neuroscience 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 8 63        

Bitr.universitetslektor PhD HMV 
Diagnostics and Specialist 
Medicine 24  11 73 

LUK/LOK/DAL      
EXAM 

Bitr.universitetslektor Docent BKV Neurobiology 12  18 56 
 DUO/KEU/DEL    
HaFo  

Bitr.universitetslektor Docent BKV 
Center for Social and 
Affective Neuroscience 6  13 38      HaFo  

Bitr.universitetslektor Docent BKV 
Center for Social and 
Affective Neuroscience 6 

Scientific 
Reviewer 10 50 

LUK/LOK/DAL  
PBL   HaFo  

Universitetslektor PhD BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 18  17 6   PBL   HaFo  



Employment 
Academic 
degree Department Division 

Teaching 
hours 

Role in 
student 
project Publications 

%  as first/ 
last author 

Pedagogic 
courses 

Universitetslektor PhD BKV 
Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 0 Supervisor 1 0        

Universitetslektor PhD BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 103  17 53      HaFo  

Universitetslektor PhD BKV 
Center for Social and 
Affective Neuroscience 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 20 45        

Universitetslektor PhD BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 52  59 2        

Universitetslektor PhD BKV 

Clinical Chemistry and 
Pharmacology 30 

Scientific 
Reviewer 0 0 

LUK/LOK/DAL 
DUO/KEU/DEL  
AdvPBL    

Universitetslektor Docent BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 0 Supervisor 17 71        

Universitetslektor Docent BKV 

Center for Social and 
Affective Neuroscience 106 + 200 Mentor 17 41 

LUK/LOK/DAL 
DUO/KEU/DEL    
HaFo  

Universitetslektor Docent BKV 
Children’s and Women’s 
Health 9 Supervisor 14 57 

 DUO/KEU/DEL 
PBL   HaFo  

Universitetslektor Docent BKV 
Center for Social and 
Affective Neuroscience 6 Supervisor 11 36      HaFo  

Universitetslektor Docent IFM 
Sensor and Actuator 
Systems 0 Supervisor 44 84        

Universitetslektor Docent IFM Chemistry 6  14 43 
LUK/LOK/DAL    
HASSA HaFo  

Universitetslektor Docent BKV 
Clinical Chemistry and 
Pharmacology 140  1 100 

LUK/LOK/DAL     
HaFo  

Universitetslektor Docent BKV 
Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 8 

Scientific 
Reviewer 10 70   PBL   HaFo  

Universitetslektor Docent IFM 
Sensor and Actuator 
Systems 6  42 76 

LUK/LOK/DAL     
HaFo  

Universitetslektor Docent IFM 
Bioinformatics 

6  18 50 

LUK/LOK/DAL 
DUO/KEU/DEL    
HaFo  

Universitetslektor Docent IFM 
Biology 

6 Supervisor 27 70 

LUK/LOK/DAL 
DUO/KEU/DEL    
HaFo  

Universitetslektor Docent BKV Neurobiology 6  7 71      HaFo  



Employment 
Academic 
degree Department Division 

Teaching 
hours 

Role in 
student 
project Publications 

%  as first/ 
last author 

Pedagogic 
courses 

Universitetslektor Docent HMV 
Prevention, Rehabilitation 
and Community Medicine 0 Supervisor 61 44        

Universitetslektor Docent IFM 
Biophysics and 
Bioengineering 7  5 0 

 DUO/KEU/DEL    
HaFo  

Universitetslektor Docent BKV 
Surgery, Orthopedics and 
Oncology 60 Supervisor 0 0   PBL   HaFo  

Universitetslektor Docent HMV 

Diagnostics and Specialist 
Medicine 6  27 26 

LUK/LOK/DAL 
DUO/KEU/DEL 
PBL   HaFo  

Universitetslektor Docent BKV 
Clinical Chemistry and 
Pharmacology 3 Supervisor 21 33 

LUK/LOK/DAL  
PBL   HaFo  

Universitetslektor Docent BKV 
Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 0 Supervisor 19 26        

Universitetslektor Docent IFM 

Molecular Surface Physics 
and Nanoscience 200 Mentor 9 0 

LUK/LOK/DAL 
DUO/KEU/DEL 
PBL   HaFo  

Bitr.professor Docent BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 10  68 46 

 DUO/KEU/DEL 
PBL  HASSA HaFo  

Bitr.professor Docent BKV 
Clinical Chemistry and 
Pharmacology 24  9 89        

Bitr.professor Docent BKV Neurobiology 3  9 33      HaFo  

Bitr.professor Docent BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 0 

Scientific 
Reviewer 6 33        

Bitr.professor Docent BKV 
Cell Biology 

117  8 63 

LUK/LOK/DAL 
DUO/KEU/DEL    
HaFo  

Bitr.professor Docent HMV 

Diagnostics and Specialist 
Medicine 108 Supervisor 46 28 

LUK/LOK/DAL 
DUO/KEU/DEL 
PBL     

Bitr.professor Docent BKV 

Clinical Chemistry and 
Pharmacology 126  16 63 

LUK/LOK/DAL 
DUO/KEU/DEL    
HaFo  

Bitr.professor Docent IFM Chemistry 23  7 100 
 DUO/KEU/DEL    
HaFo  

Bitr.professor Docent HMV 
Prevention, Rehabilitation 
and Community Medicine 6  28 46        

Professor Docent IFM Biology 0 Supervisor 39 62        



Employment 
Academic 
degree Department Division 

Teaching 
hours 

Role in 
student 
project Publications 

%  as first/ 
last author 

Pedagogic 
courses 

Professor Docent BKV 
Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 3  24 67        

Professor Docent BKV 
Surgery, Orthopedics and 
Oncology 112 Supervisor 60 52        

Professor Docent HMV 
Nursing Sciences and 
Reproductive Health 21  130 55 

 DUO/KEU/DEL    
HaFo  

Professor Docent BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 16  9 33        

Professor Docent BKV Cell Biology 6  35 26        

Professor Docent BKV 
Surgery, Orthopedics and 
Oncology 12 Supervisor 16 56        

Professor Docent BKV 

Inflammation and 
Infection 6 Supervisor 24 46 

LUK/LOK/DAL 
DUO/KEU/DEL    
HaFo  

Professor Docent BKV 
Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 6  33 33 

LUK/LOK/DAL     
HaFo  

Professor Docent BKV 
Surgery, Orthopedics and 
Oncology 3  10 80        

Professor Docent HMV 
Diagnostics and Specialist 
Medicine 6  25 52 

LUK/LOK/DAL 
DUO/KEU/DEL      

Professor Docent BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 74 Supervisor 38 39 

 DUO/KEU/DEL  
AdvPBL    

Professor Docent HMV 
Nursing Sciences and 
Reproductive Health 17  172 46      HaFo  

Professor Docent BKV 
Molecular Medicine and 
Virology 15  15 47        

Professor Docent IFM Chemistry 0 Supervisor 35 40        

Professor Docent BKV 

Clinical Chemistry and 
Pharmacology 22  50 56 

LUK/LOK/DAL 
DUO/KEU/DEL    
HaFo  

Professor Docent BKV Neurobiology 6  21 67   PBL     

Professor Docent HMV 
Diagnostics and Specialist 
Medicine 0 Supervisor 40 45        

Professor Docent BKV 

Center for Social and 
Affective Neuroscience 28 Supervisor 24 63 

LUK/LOK/DAL 
DUO/KEU/DEL    
HaFo  

Professor Docent BKV Neurobiology 6 Supervisor 22 73        



Employment 
Academic 
degree Department Division 

Teaching 
hours 

Role in 
student 
project Publications 

%  as first/ 
last author 

Pedagogic 
courses 

Professor Docent BKV 
Inflammation and 
Infection 6  3 0        

Professor Docent BKV 
Surgery, Orthopedics and 
Oncology 38 Supervisor 21 24        

Professor Docent BKV Neurobiology 6  3 67        
Professor Emeritus Docent BKV Neurobiology 0 Supervisor 15 73        

Professor Docent BKV 
Clinical Chemistry and 
Pharmacology 9  0 0        

Professor Docent IFM Biology 209  21 48      HaFo  
 

    



APPENDIX 6 

Instructions for the Reflection Document to be submitted with the final version of the Degree project  

 

The revised report must be accompanied by a concise (recommended 2 page) reflection document. 
Questions to be included in the reflection document: 
 

• How does your Degree project relate to the educational goals of the program?   
 

• Was the time plan a support to the implementation?   
 

• Was enough time spent on planning?   
 

• Where the preconditions satisfactory for the work?   
 

• The work should correspond to a workload of 40 hours/1.5 credits, how well does this 
correspond with your thesis work?    

 
• Was the disposal of time for writing enough? What was problematic and why?    

 
• How did your contribution influence the implementation and results?   

 
• Which courses of the education have been most useful for the Degree project, and what new 

knowledge and skills have been necessary to complement with to perform the work?  
 

• Do you feel prepared for your future career? 
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